Lion-Faced Dakini
Hand-Clapping Concise Practice

ked chik rang nyid khandro ma
Visualize that one instantly becomes

seng ge dongchan kur sal we
The lion-faced dakini.

Through the radiation and reabsorption of the mantra in one’s heart,

All harm-doers are completely annihilated.

Recite as many times as possible, after which:

Namo   Homage to the gurus, the meditation deities,

And to the wrathful, mara-subduing dakinis.

By the blessings of the great truth,

May all curses, sorcery, black magic, and so forth,
Dreadful, ominous, nonconducive obstacles,
And hateful enemies be reversed!
Reverse all harmful obstructing forces!
Send all negativities back to their source, the maras and obstructers.
Reverse them all to become traceless!
The reversal is performed.
By the strength of the wrathful dakini’s awareness mantra,
May the maras that cause obstacles to the accomplishment of awakening
And all harm-doers without exception be annihilated,
And may all intentions be wish-fulfillingly achieved.
Conclude with dedication and aspiration prayers. This was written by Jigdral Yeshe Dorje for daily mantra practice. Dzayantu